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ABSTRACT
The World-Wide-Web (WWW) provides a simple, but strong,
approach to data integration by enabling pages to link to in-
formation and data physically distributed on different servers.
More sophisticated data integration, however, requires spe-
cialized tools and might not even be possible on some pro-
prietary data formats. Activity-Based Computing is a top-
down approach which takes advantage of existing applica-
tions which are integrated into ‘activities’. This paper in-
troduces the ABWWW extension for ABC for which brings
support for activities on the WWW, thereby introducing
a novel integration technique for heterogeneous sources of
information.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of activity-based computing (ABC) has emerged

from studies of work in hospitals, which is characterized by
being mobile, disconnected, collaborative, and interrupted [3].
ABC was originally developed in this hospital context but
the concepts and principles introduced by ABC have proven
to be more widely applicable [6]. This paper therefor deals
with ABC in terms of no general domain. In order to pro-
vide technical support for activity-based computing we have
created the ABC framework, which is a pervasive computing
infrastructure and user-interface that focuses on integrating
applications on the desktop. The core idea is to move the
focus of users away from applications and files to activities,
which represents a coherent collection of ‘resources’ which
are used in a specific task. Activities are an abstraction on
top of applications, services, and data as illustrated in fig-
ure 1. Services are abstractions of actual applications, such
that a service identifies the “semantic” of an application,
e.g. ‘text-editor’ is the service which represents Notepad,
Microsoft Word, Emacs etc.

This paper presents an extension of the ABC framework
which integrates activity-based computing with the world
wide web. This extension uses the concept of activities to
provide mechanisms for organizing heterogeneous sources of
information into coherent activities. The activity becomes
the shared link which binds such sources together and the
functions already present in ABC now becomes available to
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participants on the web. The core tasks which ABC enables
and brings support for to the WWW is summarized below:

Online collaboration The ABC client itself already has
support for numerous modes of collaboration as dis-
cussed in [5]. Activities are the core concept which
collaboration builds upon. An activity can have any
number of participants and the contents of the activ-
ity will be kept synchronized across the machines of
these users if they work simultaneously. Asynchronous
collaboration is also possible since the contents of an
activity may be synchronized using a server. The AB-
WWW extension brings these capabilities to the world-
wide-web by using an URL scheme for keeping track
of the locations of activities, and by synchronizing ac-
tivities over standard web-protocols.

Integration and aggregation By using activities to bind
application instances and their state together, we have
enabled users to integrate different sources of informa-
tion. For instance, a web-page might be associated
with a text-document by having a browser and a text-
editor in the same activity.

Providing different views on digital material An ac-
tivity is basically a description of a number of applica-
tion states. This generic description is then interpreted
on the device which resumes the activity, where each
device may choose to present the activity differently.
This provides each participant with a unique view of
the activity, which he/she may alter to fit the current
task at hand. An activity is thus a tool to construct
multiple views on heterogeneous material.

Structuring worktasks An activity is made to reflect an
actual task, such as ‘writing a paper’, so activities are
a structuring tool for work on computers. Switching
between activities is switching between different work-
tasks.

In this paper we describe how the ABC framework is
merged with web technologies and how these two things
combined make activity-based computing widely available
for users on the web. This means that activities, which
bundles a large set of material, can be shared across the
web. As such, the combination of ABC and the web can be
viewed as a sophisticated meta-browser capable of not only
showing one page but a whole set of resources – web pages
as well as other application data – in one coherent activity.
For example, a physician can click on an ABC web link in



an email and the whole medical activity related to a patient
would be shown, including e.g. the medical record shown as
webservices in a browser, access to X-ray images, and to a
medicine chart.

2. RELATED WORK
The field of hypermedia and hypertext has historically

focused on integrating linking-principles in existing appli-
cations as well as the structuring of information and how
to access an application through its elements interrelation-
ships. Bieber et al. [7] argue for using the world-wide-web
as the interface for integration of hypermedia mechanisms in
all applications. Tools for structuring information through
linking is seen as a requirement for this integration and a
further adoption of hypermedia. Similarly Bouvin [8] calls
for a more structured approach to information integration
on the web. The focus is here on frameworks for augment-
ing existing information using overlay structures to provide
annotations and for relating content through links. They
present the framework ‘Arakne’ which uses ‘Navlets’ to add
custom user-interfaces and domain knowledge to existing
content. Navlets are small applets custom-built to handle
a specific type of content. Our approach is similar, but we
have focused on using existing applications to view and ma-
nipulate content, while activities are our basic structuring
mechanism.

Another project supporting human activities as first class
computational activities is that of Hsieh et al. [11]. They
explore facilities for representing activities as relationships
between a number of documents and the timeframe in which
they are accessed. These spans of activity are objects which
can be linked from an extension to the Visual Knowledge
Builder [10]. Chimera [1] by Anderson et al. describes ‘hy-
perwebs’ which are conceptually similar to activities. A ‘hy-
perweb’ is a collection of “objects, viewers, views, anchors,
links, clients, and users”. Activities are similar in the sense
that they are collections of applications or services which
provide views on files and objects. We do not have an inter-
nal structuring mechanism to link between services though,
structure is solely provided by grouping services into activ-
ities.

3. ACTIVITY-BASED COMPUTING
Activity-Based Computing is a research area devoted to

helping users cope with the increased complexity of daily
computer use as well as a more suited interaction metaphor
(than desktop computing) for pervasive environments. Files
and applications are the basic concepts found in operating
systems since the dawn of modern computing. Most work-
tasks done on computers today still consist in the manip-
ulation of files using applications, and the number of files
and applications being used is ever growing. ABC tries to
remedy this situation by providing an abstraction on top of
applications and files called activities [2, 4, 9]. It is impor-
tant to notice that ABC does not try to model workflow -
we impose no structure besides that of activities on work
tasks.

Computational activities as a concept encompass appli-
cations and files allowing the user to more easily switch
between different work-tasks (human activities). A human
activity is for instance “writing a paper”, and the corre-
sponding computational activity is the again a description

Figure 1: The hierarchy and concepts of ABC.

of the applications involved e.g. a text-editor, a bibliograph-
ical tool and a browser as well as their state. The state of
an application is the information which is deemed relevant
to save across instantiations. For example a text-editor may
need the filename and position of the cursor as its state.
The ABC framework we have built features computational
activities which can be created, suspended, and resumed on
any computing device in the environment at any point in
time. It can be shared asynchronously, or shared among
several persons working simultaneuosly. Furthermore, the
execution of activities is adapted to the usage context of the
users, i.e. making activities context-aware.

ABC as a framework is thus a system for managing human
activities by providing OS level support for computational
activities. We have so far focused on the perspectives of
integrating our framework with the local OS and providing
support for applications and files available locally. That is,
we have focused on a local integration of the ABC princi-
ples. This paper reports on the progress of a more global
approach, which is the integration of ABC principles on the
WWW. Before discussing the extension in section 4 we will
give an introduction to the ABC framework, its architecture
and general implementation.

3.1 ABC system architecture
The ABWWW extension to the ABC framework is built

into the existing architecture which consists of three layers;
the infrastructure, the client and the UI layer (see figure 2).
We will in the following briefly describe the basic structure
of the ABC framework.

3.1.1 The infrastructure
The infrastructure layer is responsible for persisting ac-

tivities through the Activity Store component, for manag-
ing runtime state and events through the Activity Manager
and for distributing state-changes and other collaboration-
related data through the Collaboration Manager. The Con-
text Service component keeps track of users, machines and
their context. The layer is commonly deployed on one or
more servers – physically separated from the upper two lay-
ers. Information flows from context-sources through the in-
frastructure to the clients, and from client to client over the
infrastructure now acting as an information broker between
clients.

3.1.2 The client
Interfacing with the local operating system, applications

and data is done in the client layer. The Activity Controller
provides handles for resuming and suspending an activity,
and manages connections to the infrastructure and other



Figure 2: The architecture of the ABC framework.

client-layers.
The connection to the infrastructure managed using a

stateless HTTP-like protocol called ABCP. The client itself
also maintains a cache which permits users to keep work-
ing in an activity if the connection to the server is lost.
Once the server is back online, the cache will synchronize
with the server once again. The ABCP protocol is an XML
based protocol with storage methods GET and POST as well
event-based communication through PUBLISH and SUB-
SCRIBE methods. The storage methods act as their HTTP
counterparts and allows for retrieval and posting of activity-
data. Activities are described using an XML format so they
are highly portable.

Details of each activity is handled by a State Manager,
which tracks changes in the state of local services and con-
trols which services are part of the activity. The Service
Controller component monitors the operating system for
windows and wraps standard applications for use by a State
Manager.

The Collaboration Controller allows an activity to be shared.
When sharing an activity the state of all services in the ac-
tivity is synchronized on all participating devices.

The user-interface for the desktop client as seen in figure 4
is designed to be as unobtrusive as possible, providing a
simple way to manage and switch between activities. We
have built other user-interfaces for the framework as well;
one for a wearable client and one for a wall-sized display.
Each handle activities differently but rely on the same client-
and infrastructure-layer and are thus compatible.

3.1.3 API for local applications
There are basically three levels of ABC framework inte-

gration for applications, i.e. such that the framework can
track their state. The minimal level of integration is the
situation where the application is almost completely closed
of to the outside “world”. This is for instance the case with
Notepad. In such a situation we can only use what handles
the OS provides to gain knowledge of the application’s state.
Often we can only get the window position and size, the ex-
ecutable of the application and its class – but no internal
state. More information is available for applications which

provide an externally reachable interface (e.g. COM). The
quality of the state-information now depends on the quality
of the interface. Full integration can be obtained if the ap-
plication is made ABC-aware, i.e. it is being developed using
a special ABC API which lets developers define the state of
an application. The API consists of an interface which must
be implemented (we have created a default implementation
which can be subclassed with even less effort) and a way to
annotate variables which represent state. An example of an
annotation is given in figure 3.

[StatefulField("current_url")]

public URL CurrentURL;

[StatefulField("current_position")]

public int CurrentPosition;

Figure 3: State annotations in a browser application.

By annotating the URL and the page position, an ABC-
aware browser becomes stateful and can participate in ac-
tivities.

4. ACTIVITY-BASED BROWSING
The extension to the ABC framework we have called AB-

WWW is a functional addition which enables users to:

• Access their activities via URLs and links.

• View and manipulate activities on the WWW using a
browser.

• Use existing tools to organize, search and distribute
activities.

• Use an ABC API to build activity-enabled distributed
web-applications integrating a wide range of informa-
tion sources via the ABC framework.

Still, the core of ABC remains intact providing OS level
support collaboration and work-tasks. Integrating web-based
information sources into ABC is basically a three step ap-
proach:

Firstly, we have built mechanisms in the current frame-
work for activating activities using URLs, which fundamen-
tally changes the semantics of links. Now, a link can point
to an activity, and following the link will activate or resume
the activity. An activity can integrate different sources of
information and thereby provide a unique view of this infor-
mation set. The URL mechanisms are also used to integrate
existing WWW-tools into ABC. Since URLs now can com-
municate activities we can use existing bookmark-organizing
tools, link-repositories etc. to organize and manage compu-
tational activities.

Secondly, by building protocol-bridges we can view and
manipulate existing computational activities on the WWW.
A browser will in effect become another client with which
we can access our activities. The protocol-bridge provides
a shared format for activity-manipulation and simplifies the
task of further extending the ABC framework.

Thirdly, Perhaps more significantly we can use the ba-
sic infrastructure of ABC as a platform or framework for
building activity-aware distributed web-applications. That



is, applications whose state are automatically saved across
sessions, which are automatically collaborative, and which
can be made part of activities with all the benefits this pro-
vides.

Before discussing the implementation of the ABCWWW
extension we will present the user-interface enhancements
made to our desktop ABC client.

4.1 User interface
The graphical user-interface for ABC desktop clients seen

in figure 4 is called the ActivityBar. It is designed to mimic
the taskbar of Windows XP but instead of buttons rep-
resenting applications they now represent activities. This
allows users to quickly switch between activities using the
same basic interaction as they would when switching be-
tween programs in a standard Windows XP installation.
The basic ActivityBar has been extended with a field show-
ing the URL of the current activity as well as allowing the
user to enter URLs for resuming remote activities. This ex-
tension works in much the same manner as the location field
of a browser. The UI is designed to offer a simple manage-
ment interface for activities, to easily allow resuming and
suspending your activities.

The ability to communicate activities as URLs can be
utilized to manage databases of activities using link man-
agement tools available on the web or as stand-alone appli-
cations. Therefore, you can use your existing browser, as
well as the tools for searching and organizing bookmarks
that may be incorporated in it, to o maintain a directory of
activities. There are also several web-based services which
allow you to easily manage large amounts of bookmarks. An
example is the del.icio.us1 site which offers keyword-based
search and tagging of links. By using URLs to identify ac-
tivities we are thus given an existing plethora of mechanisms
with which to organize them.

Figure 5: Using del.icio.us to organize activities.

Sharing activities between a group of people is also signif-
icantly easier using the URL scheme. An activity can thus
1http://del.icio.us

be sent in an email, via instant messaging or simply posted
on a WIKI. Integrating activities into existing WWW infras-
tructures is made significantly simpler using this approach.

4.2 ABWWW components
As outlined in section 3 the extension for ABC consists of

three parts. The first part has to do with the construction
of an URL scheme for activities and implementing protocol
handlers in the framework itself. The second part involves
building a protocol-bridge which exposes activity-data to
browsers and other viewers external to the framework it-
self. The third part of the extension is to construct a web-
based API for building activity-enabled applications. An ap-
proach to this is through an implementation of a Javascript
library which enables application programmers to specify
ABC components and ABC behaviour of HTML constructs.
The library-functions are then responsible for communicat-
ing with the framework using the protocol-bridge.

4.2.1 Protocol handler
We use URLs to identify activities and more generally

to probe the framework for information. The URL format
for activities follow the standard basic URL format seen in
figure 6.

<scheme>:<authority>/<path>?<query>

Figure 6: Generic URL format

An ABC URL thus has the specific format given in figure 7
and specific examples of ABC URLs are given in figure 8.

abcp:<hostname>:<port>/

<name or id of activity>?<query>

Figure 7: ABCP URL format

We have extended the ABC framework such that it is
able to handle activitation of abcp:// URLs. This is done
partly by registering a protocol handler at the OS level such
that whenever a user follows an ABCP link the framework
is notified and partly by implementing mechanisms in the
framework for parsing the URL, fetching the activity which
the URL points at, establishing a publish-subscribe relation-
ship with the remote host and finally resuming the activity
on the local OS. URLs can also be used to query the frame-
work for information. Figure 8 shows a URL which will
make the framework return a list consisting of the public
activities created by ‘jbp’.

abcp://glenlivet.daimi.au.dk/iwi2006paper

abcp://glenlivet.daimi.au.dk/find?

creator=jbp&type=public

Figure 8: ABCP URL examples

4.2.2 Protocol-bridge
The second part of ABWWW consists of a protocol-bridge

implementation. The bridge is from the ABC protocol or



Figure 4: The ActivityBar

ABCP where the data format is AML (an XML-based for-
mat for activities) to an HTTP protocol where the data for-
mat is XML and HTML. The bridge is implemented in PHP
and XSLT. The PHP scripts can probe the local network,
talk to the ABC infrastructure, and then respond in HTTP
via the Apache server on which the script runs. XSLT trans-
forms the XML to HTML but a raw XML feed is also pro-
vided if the application making the request wishes to parse
it according to some specific use.

4.2.3 API for web-applications
We are in the process of building the final part of the

ABWWW system; the API which lets programmers write
activity-enabled web-applications. The purpose of the API
is twofold.

Firstly we provide mechanisms for programmers to spec-
ify the “state” of their applications, which will let the ABC
framework take care of persisting and synchronizing the ap-
plications as well as including them in activities. This means
that applications (as parts of activities) without much pro-
gramming effort can be handed over to other users (a weak
form of migration), that their state is preserved between
activity-instantations and that they are able to be included
in synchronous collaboration.

Figure 9: Web API example. The red ABC icon on
top of the textarea indicates a stateful field.

Secondly the user can resume activities containing mul-
tiple web-applications, restoring their state and allowing a
previously interrupted human activity to be resumed once
again. This significantly reduces the mental overhead nor-
mally associated with finding the relevant applications and
data used in some human activity. Also, the mobility of
activities are enhanced, since it is possible to use different
applications for the same “service”. For instance, a text-
editor might be both a web-application but also an appli-
cation executing locally such as Notepad. So, depending on

the context of the user it might make sense when resuming
an activity in one instance to use the web-application while
in another Notepad is more appropriate. The user needs
only focus on the “semantics” of applications and not on
the details of finding the program or file to be edited. In a
collaborative scenario this means that when two persons are
working in the same activity, one using web-based applica-
tions and the other local ones, they will see the same state
in their applications, i.e. the web-texteditor will have the
same content as the local text-editor.

For both programmers and users the ABC frameworks
adds an abstraction layer enabling them the focus on the
task at hand and not the technology at work.

We have implemented the URL scheme and the protocol-
bridge and are currently working on the web API. It consists
of a Javascript/AJAX library which handles all technical
aspects, while the programmer can use ‘tags’ to indicate
which parts of an application should be made ‘stateful’. A
‘tag’ is currently a style attribute as seen on the text-field
in figure 9.

5. FUTURE WORK
Our primary concern is finishing the web-based API and

evaluating the complete system as described above. We
are currently developing different ABC-aware application
for helping surgeons access medical data while operating.
These applications and the ABC framework including the
web technology described in this paper is planned to be de-
ployed for evaluation at a hospital during the summer of
2006. If successful, the plan is to have the ABC framework
to be used in the daily work of a number of surgeons.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper presented ABWWW; an extension for ABC

which brings support for activities onto the WWW. The ex-
tension consist of three parts; an URL scheme, a protocol-
bridge and an API for web-developers which together allows
activities to be created, suspended, resumed and commu-
nicated over the WWW. Furthermore the API provides a
simple base on to which ABC-aware web-applications can
be developed. Activities can then be used to integrate ap-
plications and data from multiple sources on the WWW as
well as local machines.
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